A multicenter evaluation of sweat chloride concentration and variation in infants with cystic fibrosis.
Fifty-nineCF infants' sweat chloride concentrations were analyzed to answer the questions: What is the biological and analytical variation in sweat chloride concentrations collected from the 32 infants homozygous for the F508 deletion? Do sweat chloride concentrations change in the first year of life beyond the variance previously established for adults with similar CFTR mutations? The biological and analytical variation of the infants' sweat chloride concentration was similar to that seen in adult CF patients. While there was a statistically significant difference between sweat chloride concentration in early (89.8 mmol/L) and late (95.0 mmol/L) infancy, this change is not likely clinically significant. This suggests that sweat chloride concentrations in CF patients do not change in a meaningful way during the first year of life. Determining variability in infants with CF is the necessary first step for future design of clinical trials of CFTR modulators in younger patients.